**Scenic Views – Southeast – Cue Sheet**

*Scenic Views tours are one-way, so you’ll need to figure out how to get to the start & finish. You can ride them either direction, but some of them have considerably more elevation the opposite way! Pictures don’t do it justice. Scenic Views – Southeast is 4.5 miles, 350 feet elevation, low traffic and a small amount of off-road.*

Start at Fallon Park (Fallon Park Entrance).

**View from the top of the hill of Fallon Park**

Head north on the park road.
Right on 19th St SE
Left on Wise Ave SE
Left on 18th St SE
Right on Campbell Ave SE
Left on 15th St SE
Left at the alley at the end of 15th St SE
Right on 16th St SE
Right on Tazewell Ave SE
Left on 16th St SE
Follow the road to the right to Dale Ave SE
Left on 11th St SE
Jog right to stay on Morningside St SE
Left on Langhorne St SE
Right on Penmar Ave SE
Right into the park to the Buena Vista mansion
Return to Penmar Ave SE
Left on Penmar Ave SE
Right on Wilson St SE
Left on Morgan St SE
Reverse direction and head west on Morgan St SE
Left on 9th St SE
Right on Buena Vista Blvd SE
Left on Morrill Ave SE
Right on 6th St SE
Left on Albemarle St SE
Right on 5th St SE
Left on Cedar Bluff Ave SE
Reverse direction and head down Cedar Bluff Ave SE
Left on 5th St SE
Immediate slight left on Highland Ave SE
Right on 4th St SE (NOT Jennings Ave SE which is a sharp right and very steep)
Use the pedestrian lights and crosswalks at the intersection of the highway ramps to cross Elm Ave SE.
Right on Tazewell Ave SE

City Cemetery

Left on 6th St SE

6th St SE and Bullitt Ave SE, view to the west

Left on Church Ave SE
End of Church Ave SE